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Whether you swear by them or think they’re silly, there’s no ignoring lucky charms. 
They’ve been used for centuries to influence everything from wealth to love. Often 
worn or carried on the body, these cherished symbols have become a favorite in 
jewelry design. Charms are a playful and meaningful nod to lady luck that adds a sweet 
and subtle symbolic style to your look. 
 
Four-Leaf Clovers 
An ancient Irish favorite, the four-leaf clover is a rare find, and each of the four leaves 
represents something: faith, hope, love, and luck. Only one in about 10,000 clovers has 
four leaves. But you don’t have to hunt through the fields for one when there’s this 
classic sterling silver pendant that won’t ever wilt. 
 
Wishbones 
A popular pastime for centuries and closely associated with the winter holidays, 
breaking the wishbone and getting the bigger piece bestows a wish upon the fortunate 
one. We’ve got a smaller silver version that acts as a bright reminder of your very 
special wish, just don’t try to break this one in half. 
 
Elephants 
In search of a spirit animal? In the East, elephants have long been a divine symbol, but 
they’re also thought to symbolize wisdom, strength, and tenacity. Let this rare, 
beautiful animal guide you on any journey that requires patience and devotion. 
 
Stars 
Whether you’re all about geometric perfection, or off to test your luck in Hollywood, 
good fortunes are, as they say, written in the stars. Let this twinkling diamond necklace 
light your way. 
 
Horseshoes 
Some believed blacksmiths were lucky, or that witches had a fear of horses, and there’s 
a longstanding tradition of nailing a horseshoe to the door to ward off evil spirits. Why 
do the ends point up? So the horseshoe can be filled with luck, of course. But we think 
it’s much prettier around your neck than left at home above your door. Want to go all 
out? Try a glittering diamond horseshoe for a little something extra. 
 



Lucky You 
Make your own luck by engraving a special date, name, or message on something from 
our collection of engravable jewelry, from an on-trend rose gold bar necklace to a 
classic locket. 
 


